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Major Forecasting Office Updates

- TSM V4.0 Completion>>V.50
- MPO Standardized Framework
- MOVES Process
- Tn Land Use Modeling V1.0
- Tn Household Travel Survey App
- Big Data Support (InfoGroup, Transearch, Woods&Poole), ATRI, AirSage, RITIS, NPMRDS, Counts)
Major Forecasting Office Updates

- 3-days in-person TransCAD training from Caliper
- 2-days in-person TSM V4 training from RSG
- ½ day In-person Workshop Land Use Modeling
- Continuing with TnMUG
- Reviewing the MPO Model (Bristol, Cleveland, Chattanooga)
- Develop MPO model approving procedure and maintaining the minimum guidelines
Discussion I

MPO TDM Framework Support

- Update>>> Excited to have Corradino as a team for phase 1
- Starting Jan 15, 2022
- Phase 2 expectation (sample model)
- Optional choice
- Need support and feedback
- Do you need model sharing agreement?
- What do you fellows think?
Discussion II - Proposal (Future)

Better Approach to Integrate Air-Quality/Emission Modeling such as MOVES with TSM V4.0

- An Example could be Post Processor
- A component of the TSM Model
- What do you think as a future candidate project proposal?
Questions?
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